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Abstract
Vector field visualization techniques are subdivided into three categories: global, geometric, and feature-based techniques.
We describe each category, and we present some related work and an example in each category from our own recent research.
Spot noise is a texture synthesis technique for global visualization of vector fields on 2D surfaces. Deformable surfaces is
a generic technique for extraction and visualization of geometric objects (surfaces or volumes) in 3D data fields. Selective
and iconic visualization is an approach that extracts important regions or structures from large data sets, calculates high-
level attributes, and visualizes the features using parameterized iconic objects. It is argued that for vector fields a range of
visualization techniques are needed to fulfill the needs of the application. c©1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Visualization plays an important role in the process
of computational science: analysis of data sets that
result from computer simulations generally requires
some visualization technique. By applying visualiza-
tion techniques to their data sets, scientists and engi-
neers can literally see the results of the computations,
and draw conclusions from it. With the continuing
rapid increase of computer power, the complexity and
size of numerical simulations increases. Due to these
developments the need for appropriate visualization
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techniques has also increased: it is hardly possible to
analyze Gbytes of data without proper visualization
tools.
The challenge for researchers in the field of visu-
alization is to develop techniques that allow a scien-
tist or engineer to extract the information from a large
data set. Spatial domains of computer simulations have
three dimensions, and with dynamic phenomena time
is added as a fourth dimension. Several physical quan-
tities are often computed for each grid node and time
step, consisting of scalar, vector, and tensor data. Vi-
sualization has to deal with this high dimensionality
of the data, as the visual display is usually a 2D screen
that can display 3D scenes and animations. Especially
higher-order data, such as vector and tensor fields, are
a great challenge to scientific visualization, as there
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are no simple ways to directly visualize these high-
dimensional data spaces.
In this paper we will focus on visualization of 3D
vector fields, mainly resulting from computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. Vector fields (in
particular velocity fields) are the main data type re-
sulting from CFD simulations, but often the data sets
also contain other types of quantities. A good classi-
fication of existing (and future) types of field visual-
ization can be found in [4]. Here we will first present
a three-fold classification of visualization techniques
that has proved useful, and then present some results
of our recent research in each category.
– Global techniques: qualitative visualization of a
complete data set, or a large subset of it, at a low
level of abstraction. A global view is most useful
in the early stages of exploration to get a general
impression; a local view can be used later to
focus on interesting details. The mapping of data to
a visual representation is direct, without complex
conversion or extraction steps. These techniques
include color mapping and direct volume rendering
for scalar data fields, and hedgehogs (arrow plots)
and texture-based visualization for vector fields. As
an example of the latter, Section 2 describes spot
noise, a stochastic texture generation technique.
– Geometric techniques: extraction and visualization
of geometric objects (curves, surfaces, solids) of
which the shape is fully and directly related to the
data. Usually, a specific geometry extraction step is
needed to generate the geometric objects. This type
can be considered as an intermediate-level represen-
tation, both in locality and abstraction level. Exam-
ples are iso-curves and iso-surfaces for scalar fields,
and curves and surfaces (streamlines and stream sur-
faces) for velocity fields. Section 3 presents a new
surface extraction technique based on adaptively
deformable surfaces.
– Feature extraction: large numerical data fields are
low-level representations of physical phenomena,
and often they contain only a limited amount of
relevant information. Thus, it can be useful to ex-
tract the high-level information from these data.
Features are high-level, abstract entities in a data
set, represented by quantitative attributes. In feature
extraction, emphasis is on quantification [17], or re-
trieving high-level quantitative measures for more
precise evaluation and comparison. Visualization of
features can be done by parameterized iconic ob-
jects such as ellipsoids, tubes, or glyphs [22]. The
feature attributes are linked to the object’s parame-
ters. Examples in this category are vector and ten-
sor field topology, detection of vortices and shock
waves in flow fields, and detection of arteries in an-
giographic images. Section 4 describes the process
of selective and iconic visualization as an example
of this approach to visualization.
Each of the visualization techniques that is discussed
in the following sections will be accompanied by an
example, which will show how the technique can be
applied effectively.
2. Global techniques: Spot noise
Global visualization of a flow field presents a num-
ber of problems: a continuum has to be represented,
structures might occur at various levels of detail and
the dimensionality of the data is high: a 3D domain
consisting of vector data. Traditionally, color maps,
and arrow plots (hedgehogs) are used as global visual-
ization technique. Some drawbacks of arrow plots are
cluttering, depth ambiguity, and failure to represent
the dynamic nature of a flow. The use of texture for
flow visualization overcomes these drawbacks; texture
shows the field as a continuum, and the dynamic
behavior of the fluid can be shown by animation.
Furthermore, a scalar value can be mapped on the
texture showing additional data.
In this section, we present the spot noise technique,
a global texture-based visualization technique. We also
discuss some extensions of this technique that are
focused on interactive display of time-dependent flow
data.
2.1. Related work
Several researchers have reported on the use of
texture for flow visualization [2,3,23]. In two cases,
stochastic texture is used to represent data: line inte-
gral convolution (LIC) [2] and spot noise [23]. The vi-
sualization principle for both techniques is similar [9]:
data are represented by the variation of intensity, and
the value of an isolated pixel is essentially random.
Both techniques produce textures in which intensity
changes are slow in the direction of the flow and fast
in the direction perpendicular to the flow, resulting in
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Fig. 1. Principle of spot noise: single spot (left) resulting texture
(right)
a striped pattern. The pattern is similar to photographs
in which particles are blurred due to a long exposure
time.
The difference between the methods is the algo-
rithm used to synthesize the texture. In LIC a random
noise image is filtered using a convolution filter which
has the shape of the streamline through the pixel. At
each pixel in the texture, a streamline is calculated
forward and backward for a certain length. The pixel
values from the input image along this streamline are
convolved using a one-dimensional filter kernel. The
output of this convolution is used as the value of the
pixel in the texture. The spot noise technique is de-
scribed below. A more in-depth comparison on both
techniques can be found in [9].
2.2. Spot noise
2.2.1. Basic technique
A spot noise texture is the sum of a large number of
small intensity functions called spots. Because a large
number of spots are used, the individual spots can no
longer be distinguished, and a texture is perceived in-
stead (Fig. 1). Mathematically, a texture can be char-
acterized by a scalar function f of position x. A spot
noise texture is defined as
f.x/ D
X
aih.x − xi/; (1)
in which h.x/ is the spot function. It is a function ev-
erywhere zero except for an area that is small com-
pared to the texture size; usually a disc shape is used.
ai is a random scaling factor with zero mean, xi is a
random position.
Spot noise can be used for visualization by locally
adapting the shape of the spot. Flow fields can be dis-
played by scaling spots proportional to the magnitude
of the flow and aligning the spot with the direction of
the flow. In [10] bent spots were introduced which al-
low spot noise to be used in areas where the curvature
of the vector field is high. Instead of using scaling and
rotation only, bent spots are mapped on to a surface
generated by advecting streamlines in the flow. This
method greatly enhances the quality of the texture at
the cost of an increase in the computation needed.
The dynamic behavior of flow can be displayed via
an animated sequence of spot noise images. A spot
noise animation of a stationary flow field can be re-
alized by associating a particle with each spot posi-
tion. The next frame in the animation sequence is de-
termined by advecting all particles at one time step
through the flow field.
2.2.2. Zooming
Accurate simulation of flow at high Reynolds num-
bers requires very high resolution grids containing mil-
lions of cells. At such resolutions the visualization of
a slice of data becomes a problem. The difference in
size between the smallest details and the whole set is
about three orders of magnitude. If a complete slice
is shown the smallest detail is smaller than a single
pixel on the screen. Zooming is essential to inspect
data sets of this size. In this section we will show how
zooming can be combined with spot noise.
The appearance of the final spot noise texture is
based on the size and distribution of the spots. Choos-
ing small spots will result in a more fine-grained tex-
ture which shows flow patterns at a smaller scale.
However, choosing a spot size that is too small com-
pared to the resolution of the underlying texture results
in aliasing. In [23] it was shown that characteristics of
the texture are captured by the power spectrum Pf .!/
of a stochastic function f.t/ by




j FT .!/ j2; (2)
in which FT .!/ is the Fourier transform of a sam-
ple of f.t/ with length T . Characteristics of a spot
(such as size, shape and direction) directly influence
the characteristics of the texture (such as granularity
and isotropy).
Since the spatial resolution of the texture is limited,
zooming in will result in relatively large texture ele-
ments in the image on the screen. We therefore need
a multi-resolution scheme which allows both global
and detailed views of the data, without compromising
on the texture quality on the screen. Our solution is to
ensure that the power spectrum of the texture visible
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on the screen does not change during zooming. This
is achieved by two mechanisms. First, the spot size
is reduced while zooming in on detail. Second, the
region of the data which generates the texture image
is reduced while zooming in. The full texture image
is dedicated to this region. Also, the size of the spot,
which is linked to the surface area of the region of
interest is adapted automatically.
2.2.3. Time-dependent spot noise
Animated textures for steady flows can be achieved
using advection of spots along streamlines. The gen-
eration of textures in unsteady flow is more compli-
cated. The pattern in a single spot noise texture results
from the spatial coherence of pixel values across the
texture. Animation is based on temporal coherence of
spot positions. The intensity changes of the texture in
successive texture frames must be such that the pixels
in the texture seem to move with the flow.
In general, a particle path is calculated by integra-
tion:




where x.t/ is the particle position at time t; v.x.t/; t/
is the velocity of the particle at time t, and x.t0/ is the
initial release position of the particle.
In a stationary flow, where v is independent of time,
temporal coherence is obtained by particle advection
and cyclic display. Between successive frames, the
spots are advected as particles. The intensity of a spot
is modulated between zero at its initial position, a
maximum value and zero again at its final position.
The length of the life cycle is equal for all spots, but
the phase of the life cycle varies randomly over the
spots. A small number of frames (typically less than
10) is generated and played back in a closed loop,
which gives excellent results in animating sequences
of stationary flow [23].
For time dependent flow, where v varies with time,
temporal coherence is again obtained if particle paths
are used to advect the spots.
Spots are regarded again as particles, and their po-
sitions on the motion path are calculated accordingly.
However, in this case, cyclic animation is not possi-
ble. Also, as spots are advected over time, the distri-
bution of spots will not remain uniform. To maintain
a uniform spot distribution, the previously mentioned
life cycle mechanism is extended. Spots are advected
from a set of initial positions. When a spot reaches
the end of its life cycle, it will start a new cycle from
its initial position. A life cycle has a typical length of
about 15 frames. The distance covered by a spot dur-
ing this period is sufficiently small to assure a uniform
distribution of spots in the texture.
2.3. Application: Direct numerical simulation of a
turbulent flow
In [19], methods are discussed for direct numerical
simulation of turbulent flow. The goal of this applica-
tion is to study the evolution of vortex shedding behind
a block, and the transition from laminar to turbulent
flow. Using spot noise the data can be interactively
analyzed.
Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of a slice of the 3D data set.
The flow is from left to right and impinges on a block
placed in the field. One can clearly see the transition
from laminar to turbulent flow behind the block. The
data is defined on a rectilinear grid with a resolution
of 278  208 cells. Each texture has a resolution of
512  512 pixels and uses 40 000 spots. Bent spots
were used because of the turbulent nature of the flow
in which strong fluctuations for the flow magnitude
and direction occur. The lower part of Fig. 2 illustrates
the zooming mechanism by two detailed snapshots of
the data. The left image is a detail of the wake behind
the block showing a region of 128  70 cells. In the
Fig. 2. Top: direct numerical simulation of the wake behind a
block, showing vortex shedding and transition from laminar to
turbulent flow. Bottom: two detailed views from the upper image.
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right image a detail of 22  14 cells is shown. These
details give insight in the generation of vortices in the
wake of the block.
3. Geometric techniques: Deformable surfaces
Global techniques, as described in Section 2, visu-
alize a large quantity of data simultaneously, and let
the scientist extract meaningful information from the
presented data. Geometric techniques are based on
preprocessing of the data, in order to present relations
between (or within) the data more directly. This pre-
processing results in geometric objects, such as curves,
surfaces, or solids.
3.1. Related work
There exists a myriad of geometric techniques,
which can be classified based on the type of fields they
work on, or on the type of geometries they produce.
For scalar fields, iso-surfaces are a frequently used
technique [11]. For flow fields, there is a large group
of algorithms that extract all types of flow curves,
such as streamlines, path lines, streak lines, and time
lines. Other algorithms extract flow surfaces, such
as stream surfaces [7] or shock waves [13]. These
are specific techniques that generate specific types of
surfaces, and that build geometries in a single step.
The deformable surfaces described below are meant
to be more generic, as they work with different types
of fields and can extract different types of geometry
[16]. For example, using different application-specific
criteria, we have extracted iso-surfaces, separation sur-
faces, and vortices with one single technique. Further-
more, the technique belongs to a class of algorithms
that uses iterative curves or surfaces. These curves or
surfaces start from an initial shape which is deformed
adaptively in many steps, until the curve or surface
has reached the desired shape. They are often applied
for segmentation of images or 3D data sets scanned
using CT/MRI/PET techniques [8,12].
3.2. Deformable surfaces
The process of generating deformable surfaces con-
sists of three stages: region selection, initial surface
creation, and surface deformation. These stages are
described below.
3.2.1. Region selection
Starting from an input data set, a region of interest
is selected using selection techniques, which are
described in more detail in Section 4. Basically, a
selection criterion selects the nodes from a grid
which satisfy user-specified conditions. Next,
adjacent selected nodes are grouped into clusters,
each representing a coherent selected region that can
be treated as a unit. From these clusters, one or more
can be chosen to be used as the region of interest.
3.2.2. Initial surface creation
The initial surface should have a shape related to
the selected region. This shape might be found by
sophisticated shape classification algorithms, such as
skeleton extraction. An alternative is to fit an ellipsoid
as a rough approximation of the selected region. In
this case, statistical attributes of the selected points
are calculated: center, variance and covariance [22].
These attributes define an ellipsoid, of which the center
position .x; y; z/, the lengths .s1; s2; s3/ of the main
axes, and three angles .; ; γ/ are used to characterize
the position, shape type, and orientation of the selected
region. The ellipsoid axis lengths determine the shape
of a region to be 1D, 2D, or 3D, where a 1D shape
may correspond to a cylindrical tube, a 2D shape to a
planar surface, and a 3D shape to a spherical volume.
The ellipsoid’s position, dimensions, and orientation
determine the corresponding parameters of the initial
surface. Once the initial surface has been created, it
can be deformed to its final shape.
3.2.3. Surface deformation
The polygonal surface is locally deformed by dis-
placing the polygon vertices or nodes, using a node
displacement criterion to govern the fitting of the sur-
face to the data field. If the displacement direction of
the nodes is outward from the center, the object grows,
and polygon size increases. Whenever faces become
too large they are refined for a better shape approxi-
mation.
Node displacement is guided by a displacement cri-
terion, which uses a cost function C based on the phys-
ical quantities given in the data set. These quantities
may be scalars, vectors, or a combination. The crite-
rion tries to reduce the value of the cost function be-
low a specified tolerance . In any case, the result is
always a displacement step, which has two character-
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Fig. 3. Multi-step and one-step methods for iteration. (a) In the
multi-step method, surface points are displaced using small steps
at a time (b) In the one-step method, surface points are placed on
the target surface in one step.
Fig. 4. Face refinement. The grey face is subdivided into four
faces, the adjacent faces into two.
istics: a direction d and a size . The step direction d
may be determined in several ways: by performing a
random search in several directions, by following the
field gradient, or by following the surface normal. The
last method turned out to work best, because it made
the surface grow uniformly in all directions. The step
size  may be determined in several ways, which re-
sult either in the object growing in multiple small steps
[see Fig. 3(a)], or in a single large step [see Fig. 3(b)].
Depending on the situation, both methods have their
merits.
If the faces of a deformable surface become too
large, they can be adaptively refined. By adaptive we
mean that only those faces f are refined for which
some refinement criterion R.f/ exceeds a specified
threshold . The refinement is performed using a
scheme based on [12]. Fig. 4 illustrates how a trian-
gular face (in gray) is subdivided into four triangles
at the edge midpoints, the three adjacent faces (in
white) are subdivided into two triangles, to prevent
hanging nodes.
3.3. Application: Extracting vortex tubes
We have applied the deformable surface method for
extracting vortex tubes from numerically simulated
flows. These are important in many engineering appli-
cations, such as the design of aircraft. Since it is diffi-
cult to give a formal definition of vortices, we use the
following informal definition: a vortex is a swirling
flow pattern which will often behave as a coherent
structure. The geometry to be extracted is an elongated
tube, in which all fluid rotates in one direction. Often,
this tube is constructed around a vortex core, which
is extracted first. Examples of vortex core and vortex
tube algorithms can be found in [1,15,20].
The data set used here is the delta-wing data set
available from NASA [5]. It models the flow around a
delta wing aircraft at a high angle of attack (40). The
original files contain: density, momentum, and stagna-
tion, which are defined on a 56  54  70 structured
curvilinear grid. The features in these data sets include
vortices on one side of the wing, from which we wish
to extract one vortex tube using the deformable sur-
face technique.
Region selection criteria are used to find the axis
and shape of a vortex feature, attributes which are then
used to initialize a deformable surface. Then, deforma-
tion criteria are used to make the surface grow, and to
find the outside boundary of the vortex. We used cri-
teria based on vector quantities. Following the scheme
in Section 3.2, the following steps were performed:
(i) Region selection. The vortex tube extraction uses
the pressure field p derived from the quanti-
ties given in the data set, as well as additional
derived quantities: the vorticity vector field !
and its magnitude .!/. These were also used in
[1,20]. The criteria used for the initialization are
low pressure and high vorticity magnitude: p <
c1 min.p/ and ! > c2 max.!/, where c1 and c2
are user-definable parameters .0 < c1; c2 < 1/.
The selected nodes are shown as cross-marks in
Fig. 5(a).
(ii) Initial surface creation. In the selected region,
statistical attributes are calculated which define
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Fig. 5. Extraction of a vortex tube with vector deformation criteria. Color indicates the value of the cost function C (red D high, blue D
low): (a) selected nodes; (b) selected nodes and fitted ellipsoid; (c) initial vortex tube; (d) final vortex tube.
Fig. 6. Vortex-finding with vector criteria.
the ellipsoid shown in Fig. 5(b). The ratios of the
ellipsoid axes result in a 1D object, the cylinder
shown in Fig. 5(c).
(iii) Surface deformation. The deformation criterion
uses the angle  between the local vorticity and
the vorticity !c at the vortex core, as shown in
Fig. 6. At the core, this angle is 0 by definition.
At a surface node n, the vorticity is !s and the
angle  D \.!s;!c/. The criterion makes the
surface grow in the direction where this angle is
90, or maximal, by defining the cost function to
be minimized as the cosine of the angle: C.xn/ D
cos .\.!s;!c//.
Fig. 5(d) shows the final vortex tube after 16 itera-
tions with the multi-step iteration method. The surface
consists of 260 triangles.
4. Feature extraction: Selective and iconic
visualization
The global techniques leave the extraction of mean-
ingful features to the user. The geometric techniques
are an approach to extract and present geometric ob-
jects of which the shape is directly related to the data.
Both types of visualization leave the extraction of in-
teresting phenomena to the visual inspection by the
scientist. Feature extraction techniques, as described
in this section, are an approach to extract these inter-
esting phenomena in an algorithmic way, and to obtain
quantitative measures of these features.
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Fig. 7. The selective and iconic visualization pipeline.
4.1. Related work
The purpose of feature extraction techniques is to
find interesting features in the data more or less au-
tomatically, and to determine quantitative characteris-
tics of the features, the so-called attributes. For visu-
alization purposes, the attributes can be mapped onto
the parameters of an icon [22], visualizing the feature
in an abstract way: instead of ‘a visualization with a
certain feature’, the feature itself is visualized. In this
way, feature extraction induces three important ad-
vantages: non-relevant data is filtered out, a quantita-
tive measure is obtained, and a huge data reduction is
achieved.
Currently, many application-specific feature extrac-
tion techniques exist, as the definition what is to be
considered an ‘interesting feature’ differs for each ap-
plication. For flow visualization, extraction techniques
exist for the visualization of flow field topology [6],
vortex tubes [1], and shock waves [14]. All these ex-
amples are techniques that extract the occurrence of a
particular phenomenon. Below, we will present a more
general process of feature extraction. The method is
based on the selective visualization method [21], and
is best described by a pipeline model (see Fig. 7), with
the following steps: selection, clustering, attribute cal-
culation, and iconic mapping.
4.2. Selective and iconic visualization
4.2.1. Selection
The first step in selective and iconic visualization
is the selection of the data points (grid nodes) that be-
long to the feature. We use the term “feature” for any
region or node in the data that is of special interest,
and assume that a feature can be distinguished from
the rest of the data in some way. Then, a selection of
grid nodes can be made that corresponds to the criteria
of interest specified by the scientist. The criteria of in-
terest are expressed in a selection expression, which is
a mathematical formulation of the underlying physics
of the feature. The expression can combine multiple
thresholds on raw data or on derived quantities, its
evaluation yields TRUE or FALSE, which determines
if a node is selected or not. The expression is formu-
lated in a language with operators (boolean, scalar,
vector, and matrix operators) and functions (gradient,
and statistical functions). With this language almost
any selection, depending on the application, can be
created based on the data values, and on the node
positions.
4.2.2. Clustering
The next step is the clustering of the selected nodes.
Individual selected nodes have no other meaning than
an indication of the positions where the data satisfies
the criteria of interest. However, our concern are co-
herent regions consisting of more than one node: re-
gions of interest. Therefore, the task is to find clusters
of connected nodes that are part of the selection. The
clustering procedure is based on a connectivity crite-
rion, and it assigns a label that identifies the cluster to
each selected node. Each cluster is a region of inter-
est, which is an entity instead of a group of individual
selected nodes. They are treated as separate entities,
and therefore we call them features.
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Fig. 8. The backward-facing-step spiraling flow region.
4.2.3. Attribute calculation
Once the regions of interest have been identified, at-
tributes that characterize the feature can be calculated.
There are many possible sets of attributes, each result-
ing from its own calculation method. Many methods
are derived from other scientific areas such as com-
puter vision (object fitting methods) and image pro-
cessing (morphological operators, skeletonization). A
generic way to calculate attributes are volume inte-
grals over the nodes of a cluster, which may result in
statistical attributes, such as size, center position, spa-
tial distribution, average data value, etc. Another ex-
ample is given by Silver et al. [18], where ellipsoids
are fitted to regions of interest resulting in a measure
of the position, size, and orientation of a feature.
4.2.4. Iconic mapping
In order to visualize a feature, the attribute sets can
be mapped on a parametric icon [19]. An icon is a ge-
ometric object with a parametric shape and visual at-
tributes that can be linked to the attributes of a feature.
The relation between the parameters of the icon and
the attributes is called the mapping function. The goal
of iconic mapping is to visualize essential elements of
a feature in an abstract symbolic representation which
should relate to the physical concepts and visual lan-
guages of the area of application. Like the number of
features, the number of different types of icons is un-
limited, the design of an icon depends on the specific
application area and research problem.
4.3. Application: Backward-facing step
An example that illustrates the results of this vi-
sualization process is our visualization of the flow in
Table 1
Selection expressions for selecting nodes with a helicity density
larger than 0.66
Selection expression Helicity density
; calculate the curl
(rotation)
rotation=rot(velocity)
; calculate helicity hn D v.rv/jvjjrvj .4/
density hd with v the velocity,
hd=dot(rotation, velocity) r  v and the




; create the selection select out
select out=fabs(hdn)>0.66
a backward-facing-step geometry. The inlet is at the
boundary near the step (upper left side in Fig. 8(a)),
and the outlet is at the other end. In such a flow,
a region of spiraling flow should occur just behind
the step. The goal of the visualization is to visualize
streamlines that start at the inlet, then flow through the
spiraling region, and finally leave that region again.
This could be visualized by manually probing the
dataset until such a spiraling streamline is found. How-
ever, this is a tedious and difficult job, as there are only
few locations near the inflow boundary from where
streamlines show spiraling behavior. The streamlines
have to pass through the spiraling flow region, there-
fore this region is the target of our selection. Using
a selection expression based on the normalized helic-
ity density hn (see Table 1), two spiraling regions of
interest are found. Starting forward and backward in-
tegrations from positions in these regions, streamlines
that go through the spiraling regions are easily found.
Fig. 8 visualizes the selected nodes by small cross-
marks, the two spiraling regions by ellipsoid icons, and
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two streamlines through the regions by tubes. The radii
of the tubes are inversely proportional to the square
root of the local velocity magnitude, and the color cor-
responds to the pressure at the centerline. The example
shows two advantages of feature extraction: one, the
increase in visualization productivity: manually prob-
ing the data set would have taken much longer time
than the few minutes it took to generate this visual-
ization, and two, it shows the increase in visualization
efficiency: only a few geometric objects are needed to
show exactly what the scientist is looking for.
5. Conclusions
We have presented three different techniques for vi-
sualization of vector fields. The techniques each cover
their own part of the spectrum of flow visualization
techniques, but also combine certain aspects in their
functionality.
Spot noise can be used to give a global view of a 2D
time-dependent flow field. The multi-scale spot noise
technique that allows the scientist to zoom in on de-
tails is a good example of how the gap between global
and local techniques can be bridged. Deformable sur-
faces can be used to extract amorphous regions of in-
terest and phenomena from data sets. This technique
also works at a more local scale than other surface ex-
traction techniques, and uses selection techniques to
initialize the deformation process. The selection and
iconic visualization approach tries to find interesting
regions in the data set, based on boolean expressions,
and display attributes of these regions as parameter-
ized icons.
As will be clear from the examples shown, the tech-
niques are not interchangeable: each has its own type
of applications for which it is particularly suitable.
Global techniques are often close to a natural, intu-
itive representation, but it is difficult to visualize a
solid 3D volume of vector data. Surface-based geo-
metric techniques have the advantage that surfaces are
ideally suited for visualization: the human eye is well
adapted to perceiving complex shapes from reflected
light. Also, color or texture can be used to carry other
information, and lighted, colored, and textured sur-
faces can be efficiently displayed by graphics work-
stations. Feature-based visualization is more abstract
and perhaps less intuitive, but it is closer to the high-
level concepts of the scientist; also, a data reduction
of up to several orders of magnitude can be achieved.
There are many techniques to choose from for the
visualization of a particular CFD data set, and the
number is still increasing. Yet, the number of tech-
niques suitable for one particular application is gen-
erally rather limited. This is, in our view, the charac-
teristic for the field of flow visualization. Despite the
many techniques available, vector field visualization
is not yet a solved problem. In practice, there is no
single universal visualization technique, but the best
results will be obtained by sensible combination of
different techniques.
The field still has many challenges for visualization
research. We expect that ‘raw data’ direct visualiza-
tion techniques, and extraction techniques for geome-
try and features, will be improved and extended. Much
effort is needed in the extraction of features from a
data set, for example in extending to time tracking and
event detection, and comparison of different data sets
based on features and quantification. Also, new tools
must be developed to incorporate the domain knowl-
edge of the scientist for developing good feature ex-
traction criteria, combining qualitative exploration and
quantitative analysis of data, and interactive steering
of simulations. The general goal is to offer the com-
putational scientist a set of tools that covers the whole
range of needs for scientific and engineering practice,
by closely matching the way many scientists and en-
gineers approach their problems.
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